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The Teachings of St. Patrick Copywork

What did St. Patrick say to the daughters of the king of Ireland 
when they questioned him about his faith 1500 years ago?

Find out in this book, The Teachings of St. Patrick Copywork.

St. Patrick’s words of wisdom are an inspiring description of the awesomeness of God. 
You can use them to teach your students about the Christian faith.

Homeschooling with a Touch of Class copywork is designed to provide you with copy material for children at 
various stages of handwriting development as well as bonus features for making handwriting practice fun.

The copywork text is printed in 8 different handwriting formats. They are:

dotted traditional manuscript without rule lines,
dotted traditional manuscript with primary lines,

solid traditional manuscript with blank primary lines for copying,
solid traditional manuscript with blank standard lines for copying,

dotted traditional cursive without rule lines,
dotted traditional cursive with primary lines,

solid traditional cursive with blank primary lines for copying,
solid traditional cursive with blank standard lines for copying.

To make copywork a more enjoyable experience, these extra features have been included:

Black and white illustrations for children to color.
Suggestions for fun copywork projects.

A list of classical music selections for children to listen to while copying the text.

These have been developed to not only take the stress out of handwriting practice, 
but to also address the needs of children with different learning styles.

Go to http://www.warmheartspublishing.com/the-teachings-of-st-patrick-copywork-grades-3-6/
to get this product.
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Our God is the God of all men.
The God of heaven and earth, 
of the sea and rivers.

The God of the sun, the moon, 
and all stars.
The God of the high mountains, 
and of the lowly valleys.
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